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Family Tree

John William Newport - 2nd February 2000

The Family Tree of John and Elizabeth Newport
(my great great great great great grandparents)

John Newport
(1754-1813)
(UpH-UpH)

(m. 1780 at Barham, Kent)

Elizabeth Browning
(????-1754)

(???-???) (???-???)

Elizabeth Austen
(????-????)

m. 1754 at Bishopsbourne, Kent

Michael Newport
(1781-????)
(UpH-???)
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John Newport
(????-????)

(???-???)

(2)= =

FT 111

=Susannah Brookes
(1759-1846)
(UpH-Bar)

FT 112

=

(Thanet, Kent)
(m. 1806 at St. Lawrence,)

Mary Walk
(1783-????)
(SLT-???)

m. 1777 at Upper Hardres, Kent

Bar   =   Barham, Kent       SLT   =   St. Lawrence in Thanet, Kent          UpH   =   Upper Hardres, Kent

NOTE    (A-B)  where A = Parish baptized (or born), B = Parish buried (or died)

(1)
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NOTE This Family Tree has taken me many years to put together and I cannot guarantee its accuracy yet.

When I first looked at the records of Upper Hardres they seemed to show that, in 1754 John & Elizabeth Newport (née Austen) had a son John and, later that

I am still trying to prove the above  while at the same time looking for John's father and mother and also Elizabeth Browning's family.

Eventually, I found, in the next-door parish of Bishopsbourne, the record of John Newport marrying an Elizabeth Browning, in 1754 and it began to make more

sense and the picture above emerged.

same year, Elizabeth died. However, in 1777, she seemed to have recovered enough to remarry John and have another son, Michael!

It seems most probable that John Newport married Elizabeth Browning in her parish (Bishopsbourne) and then they moved to his parish (Upper Hardres) where

they had their only son and she died.

Later, in 1777, John Newport then married an Elizabeth Austen and they had their only son Michael who married and moved to Thanet.
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